IHF UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (UH-SIG)

Advancing international knowledge exchange, performance improvement and collaboration among University Hospitals

The UH-SIG is a unique forum where university hospitals play a leadership role in advancing the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of patient care delivery systems around the world.

UH-SIG Objectives

- Advancing international knowledge and collaboration among university hospitals
- Influencing the health and well-being of people across the globe
- Enhancing overall organizational performance through improved effectiveness and efficiency
- Identifying opportunities to enhance research and education initiatives

WHO CAN JOIN

The SIG is open to IHF Full and Associate Members interested in and committed to the SIG goals. Participation is complimentary to all IHF Members.

WHERE TO MEET

The IHF World Hospital Congress provides opportunities for face-to-face meetings. A full parallel session is organized to present the results of the SIG’s work.

IHF UH-SIG CHAIR

Dr Risto Miettunen, Med.Sc Chief Executive Officer KUOPIO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

IHF UH-SIG SECRETARIAT VIZIENT

Barbara Anason Senior Vice President, Academic Medical Center Networks and Strategy Barbara.Anason@vizientinc.com
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+41 (0) 22 850 94 20
2016 Global Collaborative

Understanding the relationship between hospitals and universities

This collaborative aims to describe the relationship as well as the existing institutional arrangements between universities and hospitals.

- Understand the different types of formal co-operation
- Describe the different governance models
- Describe the university hospitals as innovation systems

Join us in Durban for the 40th IHF World Hospital Congress
31 October – 3 November 2016

Get access to the outcomes of the Global Collaborative on the university – hospital relationship

Get access to the findings of this 2014 research project in the UH-SIG page of the IHF Website

Join the IHF Community and gain direct access to worldwide best practices

Attend the special UH-SIG session on the “Relationship and governance between universities and academic medical centers”

Maximize your networking experience … meet peers from all around the world